Automation Ver 22.1.2.4 Changes and Improvements
Version 22.1.1
SOD-1800 'Vis hele referencebetegnelsen' virker ikke for referancerammer
SOD-1760 PDF Export moved some text positions (true type fonts)

Version 22.1.0
SOD-1792 Automation is ignoring borrowed licenses is some cases.
SOD-1787 Error in Patch and Updates detection for updates send from Administrator Program

Version 22.0.12
SOD-1760 PDF Export moved some text positions (true type fonts)

Version 22.0.10
SOD-1765 Error when eksporting DWG file with arcs
SOD-1764 Drawing headers also includes French states.

Version 22.0.9
SOD-1759 Missing textupdate for symbol datafields with rds-designations and descriptions
SOD-1755 Components with more than one symbols are allowed to change symbol states. This is not allowed from ver 22.
SOD-1752 Text alignment bug when placing reference frames
SOD-333 Options Module: Measurements is not deleted
AUTO-7428 [Improvement] Excel exports in Mounting Assistant includes page numbers
AUTO-7407 [Improvement] Pagemenu: ArticleData changed to RDS/ArticleData to unveil the hidden function
AUTO-7289 [Improvement] Black background: Filled out connection points can't be seen, eg external side of terminals

Version 22.0.8
AUTO-6840 [Improvement] Export DWG: By export, the individual pages number is requested to be part of the DWG file name.

Version 22.0.7
SOD-1722 After using 'Align' function, focus on symbols is lost
AUTO-7385 [Improvement] Individual text properties has been added to Wirenumber name and Signal name. Beware, fonts are
reset to PCSCHEMATIC font!
AUTO-7369 [Improvement] Singlel list on a page has been expanded also to include a PLC list

Version 22.0.6
SOD-1709 Machanical Load did not remember the text for selecting symbols
SOD-1700 RDS names with / caused problems, when renaming.
SOD-327 Objectlister: Lock List to Referencedesignation ignore the selected designation switching between tabs (e.g Terminal to
Symbol.)
AUTO-7094 [Improvement] Improve drawing of complex layouts when moving

Version 22.0.5
SOD-1686 Very slow generation of symbol documentation

Version 22.0.4
SOD-1662 Mounting assistant: Crash after deleting note. SOD-1654 Angled texts with filled background has been fixed
SOD-1645 Symbols of type Terminal can not be treated in the Component Wizard
SOD-1441 Object Lister: When editing IO address, program failure may occur.
SOD-1409 Component, Signal data: The button All (Make change for all .....) is not displayed.
AUTO-7327 Possibility to shutdown Automation from within a module
AUTO-7300 Project generator has become very slow.
AUTO-7005 Insert Signal symbol on left side of the line caused the line to be only 1 pixel long.

Version 22.0.3
SOD-1642 Line texts settings did not follow the UPPERcase/lowercase setting
SOD-1641 PLCTerminals are showing up twice on terminal list.
SOD-1637 Service program: Possible to change component group number on terminals.
SOD-1636 Object lister: Symbol type Normal with connection terminals on terminal list is treated as terminals and shown on
Terminal tab
SOD-1635 Show Terminal Row now includes Normal symbols with connection terminals on terminal list
SOD-1629 Magnitic snap, doesn't work with rotated objects.
SOD-1383 Undo does not work when rotating symbols with reference on connection points.
AUTO-2044 It is possible to change connection information and save it in DSBService.

Version 22.0.2
SOD-1631 References between symbols are not present after loading project.
SOD-1597 Terminal symbol 03-02-02 had wrong text alignment. This is now fixed - all texts are adjusted to the right.

Version 22.0.1
SOD-1604 Crash: Magnetic placement
SOD-1589 Crash ved paint a Datafelt
SOD-1588 Readonly warning dialog disabled when open pro files with cmd file for FileSaveAs and FilePrint commands.
SOD-1587 Vælg noget fra Pickmenuen
SOD-1586 Åbner et projekt, crash.
SOD-1585 Sletning af referencebetegnelser
SOD-1580 Specialindstillinger mm. (enkelte option er disablet)
SOD-1568 Some datafields did not update after update request with CW's multi-edit function
SOD-1564 Crash ved load a projekt, som er nyere and Automation's version
SOD-1562 Replace symbol can select states on replacing symbol
SOD-1560 Crash ved gem (Tegningshoved indeholder datafelt som peger på billede)
SOD-1552 In rare cases a warning dialog about accessory's main component was shown when a project was opened
SOD-1544 Crash in cable plan module after closing the project
SOD-1542 Eurokalog was not working on graphical plans
SOD-1530 Jumpers between two columns are not shown appropriately in the terminal list
AUTO-7241 [Improvement] In PanelBuilder: Customer's request for new components is changed from pure text to a link to our www
AUTO-7229 [Improvement] The PRO-filetype will only be registrered to Cabledim when it has no previous registration
AUTO-7223 Crash without warning when creating a connection plan when on a connection plan
AUTO-7184 Component menu can indicate error with double article no, when the article no is ok
AUTO-7104 Tegningshoved: Gentagelser virker ikke på alle felter

